


At Coastal Qatar, we have always been about 
constantly taking on engineering challenges and 
pushing the boundaries of engineering innovation. 
What began in the 1970s soon established itself as 
a brand that is synonymous with successful 
integration capabilities; both forward and 
backward, and expertise that allows for holistic 
delivery and partnership with a prestigious project 
on our hands. A bold transition to what we are 
today, the Integrated Engineering Specialists 
believe in "Doing it right, the first time and Every 
time." It's simply our commitment to deliver 
excellence and incorporate passion into all that 
we do, taking pride in having a free and open 
structure that inspires trust. Ours is a diverse, 
multicultural group of professionals driven 
towards accelerated growth while being 
completely ethical by looking forward to building 
enduring relationships and tackling new 
challenges because that is who we are. The 
Challengineers.

www.coastalqatar.com
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As integrated engineering specialists, our strength lies in embracing 
engineering challenges, simplifying the complex Problem, and 
incorporating passion into what we do. The Coastal has always been 
about constantly challenging the boundaries of engineering 
innovation, commitment to safety, schedule, and quality. To deliver 
excellence to the construction and engineering Landscape of Qatar.

Brand Purpose Statement

www.coastalqatar.com

We have a free and open structure that inspires trust.

We are a diverse, multicultural group of professionals.

We don't overpromise or under-deliver.

We aim to exceed expectations.

We believe in 'Doing it right, the First time and every time

We are driven by and towards accelerated growth by 
doing it in the most ethical way.

The Coastal Culture

Ongoing Innovation & Professionalism.

High Levels of Domain knowledge & Expertise.

Meticulous Planning & Driven by Process.

Acute Transparency & Valuing Relationships.

The Coastal Values

Advanced Production Facilities 

Competitive Pricing 

Innovative Solutions 

Guaranteed Quality 

Skilled & Experienced Team 

3M & Avery Dennison Certified Manufacturer 

Shortest Delivery Time 

Why us ?
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At Coastal, we strictly abide with Specifications of Qatar Construction Standards 2014 and Qatar Traffic 
Control Manual 2015. Being an approved manufacturer of Ashghal and authorized applicator of both 3M 
and Avery Dennison, quality and performance of our signage products are persistently achieved.  Our 
state of the art production facility is equipped with advanced technology and machines for the 
production of high quality and durable traffic signages. We offer entire category of traffic signs including 
Regulatory Signs, Warning Signs and Informative Signs. 

Traffic Signs

Products

www.coastalqatar.com
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Augustaflex Traffic Technology Retractable sign posts and bollards introduced in exclusive partnership 
with Saedi Technical Solutions which complies with CE EN 12899-1 Standard. The most innovative 
technology used in this road signs and flexible bollards protect the structure against damages resulting 
from vehicle impacts, accidents, incorrect manoeuvres and distracted drivers. In event of collision, the 
structure flexes upto 90° and return back instantly after the impact. 

Retractable Road Signs and Traffic Bollards
Our directions signages are made from best quality branded materials including 3M, Avery Dennison 
and Metamark. Ground Mounted direction signs are placed on aluminum sheets backed with aluminum 
extruded rails and fixed with steel pipes as per Ashghal Standards. 

Directional Signage

Made of Steel
90o Angle, Impact Recovery 5 
Years Guarantee

WELCOME
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Whether internal or external, we offer competitive, attractive and compatible signs to specific 
requirements of our clients. 

Internal And External Signs
We provide customized banners and wall stickers which is elegant and cost effective. The design and 
texture with vibrant colors correlate with the event or purpose of such signages.

Banners And Wall Stickers
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It is the most cost effective way of advertising your business, but targeting a wide range of audience 
regardless of gender, age, income, culture etc. It provides notable local advertising and in addition 
provide advertising for your business wherever demographic locations the vehicle reaches. At Coastal 
Qatar we use top quality raw materials, processing on precise machines, using premium inks and 
installation by professional team to benefit our Clientele with durability on the branding stickers they did 
with us. 

Vehicle Branding

Be it indoor or outdoor application, be it standard size or custom made sizes, be it on polyester, canvas 
or vinyl, we at Coastal Qatar can design and print eye catching fabric banners for your next event. Our 
printed fabrics are made from top quality raw materials, processed through most modern equipment’s 
which is prefect for in store displays, exhibitions, industrial shows and more array of applications. 

Canvas And Printed Fabrics

To ensure your advertisement is of the best quality, we provide our clients with the best roll-ups and 
pop-up signs with high-quality colors.  

Roll-up And Pop-up Signs
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Certifications

www.coastalqatar.com


